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Kerala the most famous destination in the southern part of India is visited by horde of domestic as
well as international tourists. It is a unique touristâ€™s destination as it is blessed with natural beauties
such as pristine beaches, exotic backwaters, lovely hill stations, cool atmosphere, lush green
valleys, undulating hills, plunging waterfalls, gushing rivers and lots more to see and explore. The
tourism of Kerala also provides the tourists with idle blend of art, beauty and history. Indeed the
whole of this evergreen land is blessed with unique attractions and interesting and appealing places
to visit.

The state of Kerala is blessed with some of the finest and world class beaches which attracts horde
of tourists from every corner of the world. Kerala beaches are dotted with swaying palm trees,
coconut groves, lagoons and sheltered coves. The beaches provide the tourists with serene and
tranquil ambiance which fills the tourists and the visitors with lots of joy and happiness.  The tourists
also gets an opportunity to spend their holidays by taking part in the most thrilling and exciting water
adventure sports which is sure to fill them with lots of energy and vigor.

It also provides the tourists with real fun that they would not have experienced in their whole life. 
The time spend in this blissful beaches will always remind the tourists and the visitors of the happy
time spend together with their families, friends, beloved and dear ones. It also provides the tourists
with golden and silver sands, palm fringed groves, tranquil and soothing waves and above all the
most serene and solitude ambiance. Some of the famous beaches of this evergreen land are
Alappuzha beach, Beypore beach, Kappad beach, Marari beach, Kumarakom beach, Kovalam
beach and lots more. Kerala beach tours are the finest in the world and provide the tourists and the
visitors with unending memories which will always linger in their mind.

Kerala tour operators provide the tourists with Kerala holiday packages, family holidays, honeymoon
packages and lots more. These tour operators provide the tourists with holiday packages which is
set according to the convenience and budget of the tourists. Kerala is a land with extensive
charming beauty whose beauty is beyond imagination. This exclusive beautiful land is blessed with
many eye catching lagoons, exotic backwaters, gushing rivers, countless rivulets, lush green
swaying palm trees, attractive paddy fields, cool hill stations, blue mountains, rolling hills and many
more such natural elements that the tourists and the visitors will be spell bound.

Kerala is considered to be one of theâ€• ten paradisesâ€• found in this whole world because of its diverse
geographical features and its awesome greenery. It is mostly famous for its cool and soothing
environment and the overwhelming greenery. It is also known for its interesting places to visit like
Kovalam beach, Poovar beach, Trivandrum, Varkala beach, Kumarakom backwaters, Munnar hills,
Appelley, Cochin, Thekkady, Wayanad hills, Lakshadweep island, Guruvayur temple, and lots more.
With the help of the tour operators the tourists can easily visit these places and enjoy the most
pleasant and amazing holidays that they will never experience throughout their life.
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Abhay is an eminent analyst and writer in Travel & Tourism related topics. He has authored many
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